
The Belles Rives Hotel was a great success at the Villégiature Awards presentation held in 
Paris on Monday, 17th of October 2016, at the Hotel Bristol.

Since 2003, Villégiature prices reward the excellence of the finest hotels in Europe, Africa, 
Asia and Middle-East thanks to a prestigious jury of journalists from the world press and 
General Managers of the finest hotels.

The Belles Rives Hotel is nominated in 3 categories:
- Grand Prix of the Best Charming Hotel in Europe
- Best Hotel atmosphere in Europe
- Best Hotel Restaurant in Europe

It’s awarded for the title of :
- Grand Prix of the Best Charming Hotel in Europe
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THE BELLES RIVES HOTEL AWARDED OF « BEST CHARMING HOTEL IN EUROPE » 
AT THE VILLÉGIATURE AWARDS  2016



This title is a real accolade for this inescapable venue of the French Riviera ; indeed, the 
Belles Rives Hotel won the same distinction in 2012.

Five legendary star, a genius in the acquired sensitivity of the place and the legend of the 
American writer Francis Scott Fitzgerald and his romantic couple with Zelda, this palace at 
the water’s edge perpetuates a full unequalled elegance plenty of dynamism in hospitality 
of the Riviera, combining glamor, excellence and breeding.

Members of the Jury were particularly sensitive to the charm of the hotel and its unique 
location at the Cap d’Antibes, the «feet in the water.»

At the origin of the seaside of this famous destination and value from the Roaring Twenties, 
the Belles Rives Hotel is not only a natural witness of a period, thanks to its Art Déco décor 
and furniture, but mostly the unique venue on the Riviera where a « golden innocence » 
give them appointment, making a soft rebound as well frenzy that eternal fragrance revival.

La Passagère, the gastronomic restaurant of the hotel, has been renovated and was 
crowned of one star at the Michelin Guide 2016.
Yoric Tièche, starred Chef renowned, declines through his travels in Asia, the Reunion 
Island, and Morocco a unique Mediterranean cuisine. In 2016, he’s elected « Grand Chef 
of tomorrow » by the Gault & Millau , after having receiving as well the prize of  «Cuisine 
from the sea» for his exceptional menu «Grand Bleu» - Gault & Millau 2015.
Steve Moracchini, pastry Chef, overseeing the desserts of La Passagère ; he’s elected 
«Pastry Chef of the year» by the Gault & Millau 2016.
The golden restaurant of La Passagère, decorated of frescoes and emblematic ceramic 
decors, opens on a flowered terrace, one of the most romantic of the French Riviera, with 
a breathtaking view of the Esterel and Lérins Islands. 
Recognized by his peers, sensitive to the authenticity of the Belles Rives Hotel, to its history, 
to its charm and intimate atmosphere, the hotel fulfills the travel dreams of an international 
clientele in search of French “savoir-vivre”.
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